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a b s t r a c t
Rough structures with re-entrant property and their subsequent surface energy reduction with longchain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers are both critical in developing superamphiphobic (SAP, i.e. both super
hydrophobic and superoleophobic) surfaces. However, morphology of the low-surface energy layer on
a rough re-entrant substrate can strongly depend on the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers used. In this study,
the effect of polar end of different kinds of long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers in promoting a selfassembled monolayer with close packed molecules and robust adhesion on multi-scale rough Al alloy
surfaces was investigated. Hierarchical Al alloy surfaces with microgrooves and nanograss structures
were developed by a simple combination of one-directional mechanical sanding and post treatment
in boiling de-ionized water (DIW). Three types of long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of 1H, 1H, 2H,
2H-perﬂuorodecyltriethoxysilane (PFDTS), 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perﬂuorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDCS), and
perﬂuorooctanoic acid (PFOA) were chemically vaporized onto these rough Al alloy surfaces. The PFDCS
exhibited the lowest surface free energy of less than 10 mN/m. The contact angle and sliding angle measurements for water, ethylene glycol, and peanut oil veriﬁed the SAP property of hierarchical rough
Al alloy surfaces treated with alkylsilane oligomers (PFDTS, PFDCS). However, the hierarchical surfaces
treated with ﬂuorocarbon oligomer with polar acidic tail (PFOA) showed highly amphiphobic properties
but could not reach the threshold for SAP. Chemical stability of the hierarchical Al alloy surfaces treated
with the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers was tested under the harsh conditions of ultra-sonication in acetone and
annealing at high temperature after different treatment times. Contact angle measurements revealed the
robustness of the alkylsilane oligomers and deterioration of the PFOA coating particularly for low surface
tension liquids. The robust adhesion and close-packing of the alkylsilane molecules as well as their vertical orientation with exposure of more CF3 groups instead of CF2 groups due to the polar silane-based tail
are believed to be the main reasons behind their improved chemical stability. The selection of ﬂuorocarbon oligomer with proper polar tail which can promote a self-assembled monolayer with close-packed
molecules could make it possible for utilizing shorter ﬂuorocarbon oligomers, which is environmentally
favorable, to develop high surface energy materials with SAP properties.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The discovery of lotus leaf with superhydrophobic (SHP) property [1], exhibiting water contact angle (CA) of more than 150◦
and sliding angle of less than 10◦ , more than a decade ago has
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inspired both academia and industry to developing bioinspired
artiﬁcial surfaces possessing such property for a wide range of
potential technological applications [2,3]. This property of the
lotus leaf, which is also known as “lotus effect”, is due to its
surface’s hierarchical roughness incorporating micro- and nanoscale structures covered with a relatively low surface energy waxy
material. However, SHP surfaces may not be able to exhibit lotus
effect toward organic liquids with low surface tension of less than
about 40 mN m−1 compared to the water’s high surface tension of
72 mN m−1 . A surface with lotus effect toward organic liquids such
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as oils is known as the superoelophobic (SOP) surface. Lotus leaf, in
spite of its SHP property, fails to repel low surface tension organic
liquids and therefore is not SOP [4,5]. For technological applications such as self-cleaning and anti-fouling, surfaces demonstrating
both the SHP and SOP property, which is known superamphiphobic
(SAP), are highly desired. More details about SAP surfaces and their
potential applications can be found in the following review articles
[6,7].
It has been experimentally shown that for a solid substrate
to repel any speciﬁc liquid possessing surface tension , surface
energy of the substrate of less than about /4 is required [8]. The
lowest known surface energy materials in the descending order are
CH > CH2 > CHF > CF2 > CF3 . Theoretically, the lowest surface energy
material has been reported so far is for a smooth surface homogenously coated with the close packed CF3 molecules with a surface
energy of 6 mN/m [9,10]. In order to impart SAP property to solid
surfaces, an optimal surface roughness with re-entrant property
followed by its coating with ultra-low surface energy materials
such as long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers is required [6,7,11–16].
Low surface tension organic liquids such as oils with surface tension of less than 40 mN/m can still easily penetrate all the above
mentioned low surface energy materials and homogenously wet
the surface. In order to avoid this, in addition to the ultra-low surface energy of a long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomer, its molecules
also need to densely coat the underlying re-entrant substrate. Such
a close packing can prevent the oils from penetrating down to
the high surface energy substrate [9] while re-entrant topography can stimulate the lotus effect. Fluorocarbon groups (CF2 , CF3 ),
in addition to their non-polarity, promotes the lowest non-polar
dispersive interaction.
In the past, various techniques and materials have been used
to engineer re-entrant rough structures in the shape of overhang
structures [5,17], hierarchical micro- and nano-scale structures
[11,16,18–20], nanoparticles [4,21,22], and interconnected ﬁbers
with knots [5,23]. It has been experimentally proven that the
surface chemistry modiﬁcation of rough surfaces with re-entrant
structures with a long-chain ﬂuorocarbon is crucial in facilitating
SAP property, [11,13,16,24]. Zhao et al. [24] showed that textured
silicon surface with a re-entrant property maintained CAs of more
than 150◦ for low surface tension organic liquid of hexadecane
only after the structures were coated with the long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of C8 H4 Cl3 F13 Si (FOTS). However, the same textured
surfaces after being coated with PTFE and the long-chain C18 hydrocarbon exhibited hexadecane CAs of 121 and 0◦ , respectively. Meng
et al. [13] reported SAP zinc plates showed water and oil CAs of
around 158 and 155◦ , respectively, after immersion in the longchain ﬂuorocarbon of nonadecaﬂuorodecanoic acid (C10 HF19 O2 ).
Meanwhile, in the same study, it was also shown that the Zn
plates treated with pentadecaﬂuorodecanoic acid (C8 HF15 O2 ) also
showed SAP properties after changing the reaction conditions that
led to the formation of rough structures with re-entrant property
(Supporting information Fig. S6 of their article).
From the above mentioned studies one can conclude that for
high surface energy rough structures with re-entrant property
need to be treated with a long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomer of
carbon number nC ≥ 8 and ﬂuorine number nF ≥ 15 in order to
achieve SAP property. Meanwhile, for a rough re-entrant polymeric
ﬁlm that is made of a ﬂuorocarbon material, SAP property can be
obtained by using a short non-polar ﬂuorinated tail. Bellanger et al.
[11] reported SAP surfaces by electrodeposition of ﬂuorinated 3,4ethylenedioxypyrrole (EDOP) with a short ﬂuorine tail of F-hexyl
with water and hexadecane, which showed CAs of higher than 157
and 152◦ , respectively. However, ﬁlms prepared by the electrodeposition of EDOP(F-octyl) failed to show SOP property in spite of its
longer ﬂuorocarbon length, mainly due to the absence of re-entrant
property.

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers
of 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perﬂuorodecyltriethoxysilane (PFDTS), 1H, 1H, 2H, 2Hperﬂuorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDCS), and perﬂuorooctanoic acid (PFOA).

Long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers possess both nonpolar
(hydrophobic) and polar (hydrophilic) tails. The polar tail which
is linked to the substrate can be either silane-based or acid-based
groups. The hydrophobic tail with ﬂuorocarbon molecules coming out of the surface is responsible for repelling the liquids. In
previous studies on the impact of surface chemistry in developing SAP surfaces, most of the attention has been given to the
structure of non-polar tail (ﬂuorocarbon end) such as the effect of
chain length on repelling low surface tension organic liquids. However, the role of polar tail in promoting a robust adhesion to the
substrate as well as close-packing of the ﬂuorocarbon molecules
with vertical orientation is also crucial. In addition, the effect of
multi-scale rough structures on the orientation of the ﬂuorocarbon
molecules has not been addressed yet. In this work, we investigated
the wetting properties of hierarchically rough Al alloy substrates
after being coated with two different alkylsilane oligomers 1H,
1H, 2H, 2H-perﬂuorodecyltriethoxysilane (PFDTS) and 1H, 1H, 2H,
2H-perﬂuorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDCS) as well as with an acidic
ﬂuorocarbon oligomer perﬂuorooctanoic acid (PFOA). All these
oligomers possessed non-polar tails of nC ≥ 8, which helped distinguishing the effect of polar tail on wetting properties (Fig. 1).
Contact angle and sliding angle response of the samples was analyzed by using three different surface tension probe liquids of water,
ethylene glycol, and peanut oil.
2. Materials and method
2.1. Developing multi-scale rough Al alloy surfaces
Multi-scale rough aluminum alloy surfaces were produced by
ﬁrst cutting an Al alloy sheet into 2 × 3 cm pieces. Then, the substrates were cleaned for removal of contaminations and native
oxide layer by wet-mechanical polishing with two different ultraﬁne sandpapers of 2500 and 3000 grits. This was followed by
ultra-sonication in acetone for 5 min and ﬁnally rinsing with DIW.
The nanoscale rough Al alloy surface was developed by the immersion of the pre-cleaned ﬂat substrate in boiling DIW for one
minute. The microscale rough Al alloy with grove-like structures
was produced by one-directionally sanding of the pre-cleaned Al
alloy substrates using silicon carbide sandpaper of 60 grit with an
associated particle diameter of ∼500 m. The hierarchical micronano-scale Al alloy surface was produced by simply immersing the
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Fig. 2. SEM images of rough Al alloy surfaces of (a) top-view nanograss, (b) tilted-view nanograss, (c) microgrooves, and (d) hierarchical microgrooves-nanograss structures.

microscale rough Al alloy in boiling DIW for one minute. Surface
morphology of the ﬂat and multi-scale rough Al alloy surfaces was
characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
2.2. Surface chemistry modiﬁcation
In order to reduce the surface energy of ﬂat and rough Al alloy
samples, three different types of long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers
of PFDTS, PFDCS, and PFOA (Fig. 1) were chemically vaporized
onto smooth and roughened Al alloy substrates. For this purpose, a
precursor was prepared by mixing a ﬂuorocarbon oligomer with
hexane. The volume ratio of each oligomer to hexane was preoptimized by using different ratios as well as using a magnetic
stirrer to obtain a highly homogenous precursor. Prior to surface
chemistry modiﬁcation, samples were ﬁrst placed inside an oven
under a temperature of 90 ◦ C for 2 h. Next, for the low surface energy
self-assembled monolayer coating, samples and precursor solution
containing the selected ﬂuorocarbon oligomer were placed in a
sealed container (without having any physical contact) inside an
oven which was set to 90 ◦ C under ambient pressure. Precursor
molecules were evaporated and arrived at the substrate surface
through random gas phase collision within the container. After
remaining inside the oven for 5 h, chemically modiﬁed surfaces
were removed and left overnight under ambient conditions for rest
of the chemical bonding process to be completed. The same process
was followed for all of the pristine ﬂat and rough Al alloy surfaces to be chemically modiﬁed by each of the three ﬂuorocarbon
oligomers.

Sliding angle (SA) was measured using a customized setup by dispensing 25 l liquid droplets. Tilt angle of the substrate at which
the liquid droplet begins to slide is deﬁned as the SA. For accuracy,
CA and SA measurements were repeated three times and averaged
for each sample.
2.4. Surface free energy
Surface free energy measurements for the three ﬂuorocarbon
oligomers coated on smooth Al alloy surfaces were carried out by
the liquid probe method. Three conventional liquids water, ethylene glycol, and diiodomithane were utilized to determine the
oligomers’ total surface free energy as well as their energy components.
2.5. Surface chemistry and coverage characterization
In order to extract information about the surface chemistry and
coverage of different types of oligomers on rough Al alloy substrates, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was utilized using
a Thermo Fisher K-alpha electron spectrometer with a monochromatic AlK␣ X-ray source that has an energy of 1486.6 eV. The
homogeneity of the coatings was investigated using aerial two
dimensional (2-D) spectral mapping, which was acquired by X-ray
spot with a diameter of 100 m on consecutive points with intervals of 100 m, and recorded in the snapshot mode within F1s, C1s,
O1s and Al2p regions.
2.6. Surface chemistry stability

2.3. Wetting characterization
Wetting characterization of the prepared surfaces was carried
out by using a contact angle (CA) measurement system (VCAOptima). 5 l liquid droplets of water, ethylene glycol, and peanut oil
were gently dispensed over the surfaces for their CA measurements.

Stability or robustness of the self-assembled monolayers of the
ﬂuorocarbon oligomers on hierarchically rough Al alloy surfaces
was tested under harsh conditions. The pristine surfaces were ultrasonicated in acetone for various time periods of 5, 15, 30, and
60 min. Another set of samples were also annealed under high
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Table 1
Calculated values of surface free energy along with its polar and nonpolar components for the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of this study.
Fluorocarbon Oligomer

sd (mN/m)

␥+
s (mN/m)

␥−
s (mN/m)

s (mN/m)

PFDTS
PFDCS
PFOA

7.96
6.36
7.62

0.27
0.13
0.03

1.06
1.23
1.16

10.27
8.7
9.81

surfaces. Surface free energy components of low surface energy
solids (s ) and liquids (l ) are resolved into both non-polar (Lifshitzvan der Waals) dispersive energy ( d ) and polar energy ( ± ) with
both components of Lewis acid ( + ) and Lewis base ( − ), according
to the following formulas:
s = sd + 2(s+ + s− )
Fig. 3. A representative core level C1s XPS spectrum of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomer
coatings investigated in this study.

temperature of 200 ◦ C for various time periods of 2, 4, 6, and
8 h in ambient pressure. After each treatment time of both ultrasonication in acetone and annealing process, CA measurements
were carried out for water, ethylene glycol, and peanut oil. The
same process was repeated for the entire hierarchical rough Al alloy
surfaces, which were chemically modiﬁed with the three different
types of ﬂuorocarbon oligomers.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Surface morphology
Surface morphologies of the rough Al alloy surfaces captured
by SEM are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a and b exhibit the top and
tilted-views of the nanograss structures obtained by immersion of
the polished (ﬂat) Al alloy sheet in boiling DIW. The analysis of
top view and tilted view SEM images showed that the nanostructures have the lateral size of around 10 nm and a vertical height
of about 200 nm. Nanostructures also formed interlinked thin
sheets resulting in a porous structure with an approximate pore
diameter of ∼100 nm. Microgrooves, shown in Fig. 2c, developed
by one-directional mechanical sanding possess the anisotropic
microgrooves with an average channel width of around 10 m and
overall roughness (Ra ) of 3.3 ± 0.2 m.
Moreover, Fig. 2d shows a magniﬁed SEM of hierarchically
rough Al alloy surface that incorporates microgrooves covered by
nanograss structures. The image reveals the conformal coverage of
microgrooves with nanograss. Presence of nanograss structures on
the inner walls of microgrooves provides a re-entrant property to
the surface’s overall texture. In addition, the surface also possesses
a higher degree of roughness compared to the individual cases of
microgrooves and nanograss surfaces [16].
3.2. Fluorocarbons’ surface chemistry
Fig. 3 shows a representative core level C1s spectrum of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomer coatings investigated in this study after they
were evaporated on rough Al substrates. The proﬁles involve fourdifferent photoelectron peaks corresponding to CH (284.85 eV),
CF (289.01 eV), CF2 (291.48 eV) and CF3 (294.01 eV) groups,
which are consistent with the theoretical molecular structures of
the oligomers illustrated in Fig. 1.
3.3. Fluorocarbons’ surface free energies
It is vital to determine the surface free energies of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers chemically vaporized onto the polished Al alloy

l = ld + 2(l+ + l− )

1/2

(1)

1/2

(2)
(sd , s+ , s− )

The surface free energy components
of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of this study were determined by using the
measurements of  for water, ethylene glycol, and diiodomethane
(zero-polar liquid), and contributing them in the Van OssChaudhury-Good’s equation:
l (1 + cos) = 2(ld sd )

1/2

+ 2[(s+ l− )

1/2

1

+ (l+ s− ) 2 ]

(3)

Measured CAs of the three probe liquids along with their surface tensions and associated polar and nonpolar components were
substituted into Eq. (3) to determine the surface free energy components of each ﬂuorocarbon oligomer. The s of each ﬂuorocarbon
oligomer was determined by substituting their obtained surface
free energy components into Eq. (1). The values of s and sd , s+ , s−
for the three ﬂuorocarbon oligomers are listed in Table 1. It can
be noticed that the s of the three ﬂuorocarbon oligomers are in
the range of 8–10 mN/m, which are in good agreement with the
reported values of (9–11 mN/m) for ﬂuorocarbon oligomers with
(Cn F2n+1 ) and n = 8–10 coated on gold substrate. Among the three
ﬂuorocarbon oligomers, PFDCS showed the lowest s of 8.7 mN/m
while PFDTS with the highest s of 10.27 mN/m. In spite of its
longest carbon chain length, PFDTS did not show the lowest surface
energy after being vapor coated onto the surfaces of ﬂat Al alloy.
Furthermore, it can also be noticed that most of the three ﬂuorocarbon oligomers’ s is contributed by their nonpolar components
of  d , which is expected from a low surface energy oligomers. From
the two polar components, values of Lewis base  − component are
relatively much higher than values of Lewis acid  + component for
all the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers we studied.
CA values for the liquids with different surface tensions measured on the ﬂat and rough Al alloy surfaces coated with the three
different ﬂuorocarbon oligomers are plotted in Fig. 4. The values
of CA for water, ethylene glycol, and peanut oil decrease with the
decrease in the liquid’s surface tension for all the three ﬂuorocarbon oligomers (PFDTS, PFDCS, and PFOA). This trend of CAs versus
the liquid’s surface tension is consistent with the Young’s model
( = cos−1 [s − sl /l ]), where sl represents the surface energy at
the solid-liquid interface. The equation shows that the spreading
tendency of a liquid droplet while being deposited on a solid surface
increases with the decrease of liquid’s surface tension and therefore
exhibits a lower CA.
Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 4, ﬂuorocarbon oligomers we studied demonstrated different behavior in repelling liquids depending
on both the surface roughness and surface chemistry of the substrate. For ﬂat Al alloy samples (Fig. 4a), the surface coated with
PFDCS showed highest CAs of 125, 115, and 89◦ for water, ethylene
glycol, and peanut oil, respectively. These CAs are about 5◦ and 14◦
higher for water, 8◦ and 13◦ higher for ethylene glycol, and 5◦ and
18◦ higher for peanut oil compared to the CAs observed on the ﬂat
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Fig. 4. Contact angle (CA) proﬁles for the water, ethylene glycol, and peanut oil on the surfaces of (a) ﬂat, (b) microgrooves, (c) nanograss, and (d) hierarchical microgroovesnanograss Al alloy substrates that were coated with the three different ﬂuorocarbon materials (PFDTS, PFDCS, PFOA).

surfaces coated with PFOA and PFDTS, respectively. This is in good
agreement with the calculated values of the surface free energies of
the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers listed in Table 1. In the case of Al alloy
surface with microgrooves (Fig. 4b), PFDCS and PFOA still show
higher CAs of around 5◦ for all the three liquids compared to the
surface coated with the PFDTS, in spite of the PFDTS’ longer carbon
chain.
However, for nanograss and hierarchical Al alloy samples (Fig. 4c
and d), the surfaces coated with alkylsilane oligomers PFDTS and
PFDCS showed signiﬁcantly higher CAs compared to the surfaces
coated with PFOA. In general, nanograss and hierarchical surfaces
coated with PFDTS exhibited relatively greater CAs compared to
PFDCS, which had higher CAs on ﬂat and microgroove Al alloy surfaces. For nanograss structures (Fig. 4c), the surfaces coated with
the two alkylsilanes showed relatively comparable CA values for
the three liquids, which were higher more than 10◦ for water and
5◦ for peanut oil compared to those with PFOA. In the case of hierarchical Al alloy samples (Fig. 4d), the surfaces coated with PFDTS
and PFDCS showed similar CAs of around 158◦ for water and about
154◦ and 152◦ for ethylene glycol and peanut oil, which were about
10◦ higher compared to the CAs of same surfaces coated with PFOA.
Comparing the wetting properties of ﬂat and microgrooved Al
alloy surfaces coated with the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of this study,
it is observed that PFDTS resulted in the lowest CAs in spite of its
longest carbon chain-length of 16 compared to 10 and 8 for PFDCS
and PFOA, respectively. On the other hand, these ﬂat and microscale
rough Al alloy surfaces presented highest CAs when coated with the

PFDCS, although it did not have the longest carbon chain-length,
but the same ﬂuorocarbon chain-length (nonpolar tail) of PFDTS.
This is believed to be due to that PFDCS’s polar tail chlorosilane
(SiCl3 ) might have provided a more close-packed self-assembled
monolayer with vertical orientation of its molecules to the substrate, which results in the lowest surface free energy among the
ﬂuorocarbons we investigated. In addition, PFOA showed higher
wetting repellency compared to PFDTS in spite of PFOA’s signiﬁcantly shorter carbon chain and one less CF2 group.
However, in the case of Al alloy samples with nanograss
and hierarchical microgrooves-nanograss structures, the two
alkylsilanes of PFDTS and PFDCS showed signiﬁcantly higher
CAs for the entire range of the liquids’ surface tensions. This
might due to the potential difference in surface coverage
of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers used in this study. Because
we used an evaporation method to coat the samples with
these oligomers, the molecular weight of a given ﬂuorocarbon
oligomer can affect the mean-free-path of its molecules in the
vapor phase, which can in turn inﬂuence the ﬂux distribution
on the substrate. The molecules of a more uniform
random ﬂux formed by small mean-free-paths can coat the
rough surfaces more uniformly (i.e. conformally) in a process similar to that of chemical vapor deposition; while, on the other hand,
it might suffer from non-uniform coverage due to a shadowing
effect when the ﬂux is more directional [25]. Fig. 5 shows the 2-D
XPS area proﬁles of PFOA, PFDTS and PFDCS coated hierarchically
rough Al samples. These area proﬁles consist of two axes (x and y)
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Fig. 5. 2-D XPS area proﬁles of PFOA, PFDTS, and PFDCS coated on hierarchically rough Al substrates.

that show the positions in millimeter-scale and an additional color
bar corresponding to the peak intensity, computed as the area.
Since all of the oligomers contain CF2 groups in their structure,
the area proﬁles obtained by analysis of the C1s peak observed
around 291.5 eV and the F1s peak should be correlated in the
intensity manner. Moreover, the area proﬁles recorded from Al2p
and O1s regions which reveal information about the morphology
of underlying Al alloy substrates (i.e. brighter color for higher
surface points) are also expected to be correlated with each other.
In addition to these expected correspondences between C1s and
F1s peaks plus Al2p and O1s peaks, the signal intensity coming
from ﬂuorocarbon molecules was observed to be matched to that
of Al signal intensity coming from the substrate in these mapping
proﬁles, even though the signal intensity arising from the underlying substrate should be observed to decrease upon the overlayer
deposition on top. In other words, the intensity proﬁles of all of the
oligomers closely followed the topography of the substrate. These
results indicate that all of the oligomers investigated in this study
conformally coated the rough Al substrates, which eliminates

the hypothesis of different surface coverage due to the possible
difference in their ﬂux distribution during evaporation.
Another and more likely origin of higher CAs observed for
PFDTS and PFDCS on nanograss and hierarchical substrates is
that higher oxidized surface (alumina) area of these samples
can provide more favorable bonding sites towards alkylsilanes
due to the presence of higher rate of hydroxyl ( OH) groups
compared to ﬂat and microgrooved Al alloy surfaces with lower
rate of native OH groups. In addition, the nanoscale roughness of the nanograss structures could have also helped in
facilitating more close-packing of alkylsilanes molecules and
consequent vertical orientation of their molecules. Sizes of
the oligomer molecules of this study are in the nanoscale
range of around 5–10 nm [26], which can cause orientation
of the molecule be affected by the nanoscale roughness of the alumina nanograss structures having lateral sizes of about 10–15 nm.
In addition, alkylsilane oligomers PFDTS and PFDCS both exhibited
similar CA values in spite of the difference in their carbon chain
length. All these indicate to the signiﬁcant role of the polar tail of
ﬂuorocarbon oligomer in terms of providing close-packing mono-
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bility and close-packing of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of this study.
These results are in good agreement with the studies conducted by
Hozumi and McCarthy [30,31], where they showed negligible CAH
for smooth and nano-rough oxidized Al surfaces coated with longchain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers (PFDTS) for both water and n-hexane.
The results were attributed to the monolayer oligomer coating by
chemical vapor deposition and subsequent umbrella-like coverage
of the surfaces with CF3 molecules.
3.4. Work of adhesion calculations
The quantiﬁcation of the adhesion properties of the three ﬂuorocarbon oligomers coated on the hierarchical rough Al alloy surfaces
can be carried out by determining their associated work of adhesion. For a liquid droplet to slide over the solid surface, an applied
force of equal or greater than the work of adhesion (Wad ) at the
solid-liquid interface is required. According to the Young-Dupre
relation, the Wad between a liquid droplet and a physically and
chemically homogenous solid surface can be represented as:
Fig. 6. Sliding angle (SA) proﬁles of water, ethylene glycol, and peanut oil on the
hierarchical microgrooves-nanograss structures coated with different long-chain
ﬂuorocarbons (PFDTS, PFDCS, PFOA).

layer and the way that its molecules are oriented. Consequently, the
robustness and surface free energy of the substrates coated with the
ﬂuorocarbon oligomers can be associated with all these factors.
Kinetics of the liquid droplet on a tilted substrate could provide
a better insight into the homogeneity and close packing of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers on Al alloy surfaces. For a liquid droplet to slide
over a rough surface coated with a ﬂuorocarbon oligomer, it has to
overcome the adhesion forces at the liquid-solid interface as a result
of surface’s contact angle hysteresis (CAH). The CAH arises from the
existence of various localized microscopic CAs at the contact area
due to the physical (roughness) and chemical heterogeneities of the
surface [17,27–29]. A monolayer of ﬂuorocarbon oligomer enriched
with more close-packed and vertically oriented molecules can signiﬁcantly reduce the surface’s CAH. In the case of CAH due to the
surface roughness, a surface texture with optimal roughness and reentrant property can facilitate partial wetting of the surface with
unstable liquid-solid contact line. For a liquid droplet to roll off over
the surface by tilting it, the droplet has to overcome the surface’s
CAH. Lower CAH means smaller SA for the liquid droplet to roll
off. Fig. 6 shows the values of SAs of the three liquids with various surface tensions over the hierarchical Al alloy surfaces coated
with the three different ﬂuorocarbon oligomers. The surface coated
with PFDTS exhibited the lowest SAs of less than 10◦ for all the
three liquids and the only surface to be recognized as the SAP surface with lotus effect property. In the case of surface coated with
PFDCS, it also showed low SAs of less than 10◦ , but only for the high
and moderate surface tension liquids of water and ethylene glycol,
respectively. It showed signiﬁcantly high SA of more than 30◦ for
the low surface tension peanut oil. Meanwhile, the surface coated
with PFOA showed the highest SAs compared to the surfaces coated
with silane-based ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of PFDTS and PFDCS. The
surface demonstrated lotus effect property only for the case of high
surface tension liquid of water. In the case of water, the surface
covered with CF2 molecules can facilitate low adhesion and consequent low SA. However, low SAs of oils indicate dominant coverage
of CF3 molecules on the solid surface. Accordingly, SA results reveal
that hierarchical Al alloy surface coated with PFDTS has provided
the best conformity and close-packing coating. However, there still
might be a scenario where the ﬂuorocarbon oligomer’s molecules
to be horizontally stacked on the surface without tightly adhering
to the substrate through its nonpolar tail. Therefore, the robustness
test of the coating may provide more details about the adhesion sta-



Wad = lv 1 + cos



(4)

where lv represents the surface energy at the liquid-vapor interface. For a rough solid surface that is partially wetted by adopting
the Cassie state or the metastable Cassie state of wetting, the
droplet contact area is partially in contact with the solid surface.
Therefore, according to the modiﬁed Young-Dupre relation for
determining Wad of rough surfaces [32,33]:



Wad = lv f 1 + cos



(5)

Empirically, the surface’s solid fraction in contact with the three
different liquids can be determined using Cassie relation, in which
f is the function of both associated apparent and intrinsic CAs.
f =

1 + cos ∗
1 + cos

(6)

And subsequently,



Wad = lv 1 + cos ∗



(7)

The values of both  and  ∗ represent the macroscopic picture of
the interfacial interaction of wetting mechanism of only around the
contact line, which represents a meeting line of the air-liquid-solid
phases, without considering the interfacial interaction at the central contact area of the three phases of the solid-liquid interface.
Thus, the above equation determines the solid fraction only on the
premier of the contact area around the contact line (triple line).
In a recent study by Bormashenko and his coworker [34], it was
demonstrated that the liquid CA is only governed by the adjacent
area around the triple line which is a narrow area around the premier of the contact area. Meanwhile, the adhesion of the droplet to
the surface is governed by the entire interfacial contact area. Thus,
more precise and comprehensive values of f can be determined
by considering both static and kinetic wetting parameters represented by the CA and SA values, respectively. In addition, the solid
surface’s physical and chemical heterogeneities, which is quantiﬁed as CAH, cause increase in the adhesion. For a liquid droplet to
slide at a speciﬁc surface tilting angle ˛ (SA) due to its weight of
(Vg), the droplet must overcome all the energy barrier manifested
as the Wad at the entire contact area of the solid-liquid interface, as
follows [32].
f =

2(Vg)sin˛



wlv 1 + cos



(8)

Here f is the function of the surface’s wetting properties in the form
of static () and kinetics (˛) parameters, in addition to the liquid’s
physical properties (Vg/lv ) and the width of the contact area(w).
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Fig. 7. The values of work of adhesion (Wad ) and solid fraction percentages (f %) versus the liquids’ surface tensions for the hierarchical Al alloy surfaces coated with
ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of PFDTS, PFDCS, and PFOA.

Substituting Eq. (5) into the Eq. (2), Wad for a liquid droplet partially
wetting the rough solid surface is given as:
Wad =

2(Vg)sin˛
w

(9)

Fig. 7 shows the calculated values of solid fractions and work
of adhesions between the three liquid droplets and the hierarchical Al alloy surfaces coated with PFDTS, PFDCS, and PFOA. Using
the macroscopic values of intrinsic CA () and apparent CA ( ∗ )
and utilizing Cassie relation Eq. (3) to determine f % (Fig. 7a), Eq.
(4) resulted in corresponding Wad values plotted in (Fig. 7c). The
values of both f and Wad increased with the decrease in their corresponding values of  ∗ , which is consistent with the fact that
higher CAs is the indication of having smaller contact area and
consequent lower adhesion. However, peanut oil droplet in spite
of possessing the lowest CA and greatest SA values compared to
both water and ethylene glycol showed the lowest f and consequent minimum Wad for the all three different ﬂuorocarbon
oligomers. This is inconsistent with the general understanding that
lower surface tension liquids tend to wet larger solid areas and
leads to subsequent larger adhesion. Fig. 7b and d show the val-

ues of both f and Wad after considering the kinetics of droplets
motion in addition to macroscopic values of intrinsic CAs. Using
Eqs. (5) and (6), the trends of the calculated values of both f and
Wad are consistent with the corresponding values of measured SAs
(Fig. 6). Higher CAs and lower SAs is the manifestation of less f
in contact with the liquid droplets and consequent lower Wad to
overcome.
The hierarchical surfaces coated with both PFDTS and PFDCS
oligomers showed similar values of f and consequently similar Wad
values for water (Fig. 7b and d). For ethylene glycol and peanut
oil, the surfaces coated with PFDTS exhibited lower f as well as
Wad compared to the surfaces coated with PFDCS. Meanwhile, the
surfaces coated with PFOA oligomer showed signiﬁcantly higher
values for both f and Wad compared to the surfaces coated with
the two silane-based ﬂuorocarbon oligomers (PFDTS and PFDCS).
The results are consistent and follow a very similar trend of the
observed values of the surfaces’ SAs depicted in Fig. 6. These results
indicate that the wetting analysis of solid surfaces cannot be comprehensive and precise without considering both static (,  ∗ ) and
kinetic (˛) properties of liquid droplets on the surface.
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Fig. 8. CA values of water, ethylene glycol, peanut oil on the hierarchical Al alloy surfaces coated with PFDTS (a and b), PFDCS (c and d), and PFOA (e and f) after ultra-sonication
of the surfaces in acetone for various time periods of 0, 5, 15, 30, and 60 min (a, c, e), and annealing at 200 ◦ C for various time periods of 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 h (b, d, f).

3.5. Surface chemistry stability
Robustness and chemical stability of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers
after being vapor coated on the hierarchical microgroovesnanograss Al alloy surfaces is of great importance in assessing their
molecules’ close-packing and robust adhesion to the substrate. A
stable coating can be achieved by the strong covalent bonding of
oligomer molecule through its polar tail to the surface, which also

facilitates a vertical orientation of the molecule. Fig. 8 shows the
CA values of the hierarchical surfaces coated with PFDTS, PFDCS,
and PFOA after their ultra-sonication in acetone and annealing as
a function of time. For the surfaces coated with PFDTS, after ultrasonication in acetone (Fig. 8a), the water CAs experienced almost
no change even after 60 min of treatment. However, a maximum
decrease of about 7–10◦ in the CAs of both ethylene glycol and
peanut oil was observed. The annealing of the surfaces at ambient
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conditions under 200 ◦ C temperature (Fig. 8b) had a very similar effect on the values of the liquids’ CAs. The water CAs kept
unchanged even after 8 h of the treatment. After a slight decrease in
the CA values of both ethylene glycol and peanut oil after 2 h, they
got reduced of ∼10◦ after 8 h of annealing. For the surfaces coated
with PFDCS, after ultrasonication in acetone, water CAs were stable
for the whole treatment time (Fig. 8c). However, there was a slight
decrease of less than 8◦ in the CA values of both ethylene glycol and
peanut oil. Even after the annealing process of up to 8 h, almost
no decrease in the CA values for any of the liquids was observed
(Fig. 8d). This shows signiﬁcant robustness of the PFDCS under high
temperatures. On the other hand, for PFOA, ultra-sonication and
annealing treatments caused signiﬁcant reductions in CAs, which
indicate substantial degradation of the coating. PFOA samples suffered from peanut oil CAs dropping by as much as 70 and 120◦ , after
the 60 min ultrasonication and 8 h annealing treatments, respectively (Fig. 8e and f). However the surfaces still managed to stay
hydrophobic by a decline in water CAs of around 30 and 10◦ after
the same ultrasonication and annealing treatments, respectively.
The chemical stability testing of the hierarchical rough Al alloys
coated with PFDTS and PFDCS veriﬁed the robustness of the coatings by retaining their strong repellency toward the three liquids
studied. Strong covalent bonding through their polar tails onto
the substrate could be the main reason behind the robustness of
these coatings. It is also possible that PFDTS and PFDCS molecules
might have achieved a more vertical orientation that can provide
a close-packed conﬁguration. A proper bonding and close packing of the molecules facilitate a self-assembled monolayer to be
densely coated on the surface. In addition, the vertical orientation
also allows the outward exposure of more CF3 groups instead
of CF2 groups. The CF3 group possess the lowest surface free
energy of 6 mN/m compared to signiﬁcantly higher surface free
energy of 16 mN/m for the CF2 group [9,10,35]. Meanwhile, the
surfaces coated with PFDCS showed relatively better robustness,
which could be an indication of a better adhesion and a consequently better close packing of the PFDCS molecules. On the other
hand, deterioration of the PFOA coating on the hierarchical Al alloy
surfaces is an indication of low adhesion of its polar tail to the
substrate providing more horizontal orientation and subsequently
higher CF2 presence on the top surface.
Three dimensional (non-vertical) orientation of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers could cause less close packing of their molecules as
well as the outward exposure of more CF2 instead of CF3 , lower
CF3 : CF2 ratios. For high surface tension liquids such as water,
the variation in the exposure ratio of CF3 : CF2 is less important.
However, for low surface tension liquids such as oil, a higher exposure ratio of CF3 is required to achieve superoleophobicity [30,31].
Therefore, we believe that a proper adhesion and close packing of
the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers could help in utilizing shorter ﬂuorocarbon molecules to achieve superamphiphobicity. The usage of
short ﬂuorocarbon oligomers for developing SAP surfaces is also
more environmentally friendly. In a recent work by Park et al. [36],
it was shown that a ﬂat oelophobic surface with low CAH can be
obtained with an alkylsilane having an extremely short nonpolar
ﬂuorocarbon end of only one CF3 group. Meanwhile, it should be
noted that the superoleophobic surfaces and slippery oelophobic
ﬂat surfaces that have been obtained so far by utilizing short length
ﬂuorocarbon oligomers were not demonstrated so far to extend
to self-assembly monolayer coatings of similar oligomers. In those
studies, the substrate itself was made of a low surface energy ﬂuorocarbon oligomer [11,36]. In this scenario, the close packing and
subsequent exposure of more CF3 groups is guaranteed. However, for a high surface energy metallic substrate, as in our case,
an extreme close packing of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomers’ molecules
with vertical orientation to prevent the penetration of low surface
tension oils is more challenging. Therefore, more detailed studies

are needed to address the possibility of obtaining superoleophobic
surfaces on high surface energy substrates by utilizing short length
ﬂuorocarbon oligomers.
4. Conclusions
Three long-chain ﬂuorocarbon oligomers of alkylsilanes and
perﬂuorooctanioc acid were chemically vaporized onto hierarchically rough Al alloy surfaces that incorporate micro- and
nano-scale features. These multi-scale rough Al alloy surfaces were
produced by a simple and environmental friendly technique of onedirectional mechanical sanding and treatment in boiling water. The
effect of ﬂuorocarbons’ polar ends in facilitating a close packed selfassembled monolayer on the Al-alloy surfaces was investigated. In
general, the alkylsilane oligomers showed higher liquid repellency
toward both high and low surface tension liquids compared to the
oligomer with acidic polar end. In addition, chemical stability tests
revealed the enhanced robustness of the alkysilane oligomers. A
stronger bonding of the ﬂuorocarbon oligomer by its polar end
to the substrate may promote a more vertical orientation of its
molecules and enhanced exposure of CF3 groups instead of CF2
groups. For developing surfaces with strong repellency toward oils,
the surfaces need to be enriched with CF3 groups. From the two
alkylsilane oligomers studied, PFDCS showed a better chemical stability compared to PFDTS in spite of the longer overall carbon chain
but similar ﬂuorocarbon tail of the later one. Therefore, it can be
concluded that there is a possibility of imparting SAP property to
high surface energy solids utilizing a short ﬂuorocarbon oligomer.
This can be achieved by coating the re-entrant texture of the solid
surface with a ﬂuorocarbon oligomer which possess a polar end that
can provide the high adhesion, close packing, and vertical orientation of its molecules. Consequently, this could facilitate a dominant
ratio of CF3 groups to be present at the liquid-solid interface
instead of the higher surface energy CF2 groups. Furthermore,
the calculations of work of adhesion of the hierarchical surfaces
showed that more realistic results can be obtained by considering
both static and kinetic wetting measurements.
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